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 Help with getting by 

financially

 Overview of all financial

arrangements

 From the municipality to

all citizens with a low 

income

 How accessible is it for 

citizens with a disability?



Number of attendees (citizens): 3 

(visual disability, learning disability and physical disability)

Number of students for the follow up concepts: 24 % Women: 52    

Number of experts (teacher, MEE Rotterdam Rijnmond, cities staff): 6  % Men: 48



Tips from the citizens with a disability

 Citizen with a visual disability: search function is hard to find; 

navigating and automatically reading didn't always go well; calling 

is faster…

 Citizen with a physical disability: working with arrows does not 

always work, mouse must be used and that is not convenient; 

space on the website between the tiles is nice

 Citizen with a learning disability: too many difficult words; icons

are nice and recognizable



Learnings from the experts

 Citizens are digitally skilled in their own personal way

 They like to arrange things online

 The background of the website (with labels etc) must be well
arranged

 Testing stays necessary

 This local workshop was a first step

 24 students will help and will come up with new concepts

 The same citizens with a disability will join the end presentations of 
the students to give feedback (june 2022)



Best practice: testing with experience

experts of MEE Rotterdam Rijnmond

 Experience experts with a disability
test (online) letters, websites, Dutch 
covid-19 app

 A live test always gives extra 
information besides following the 
accessibility rules (WCAG compliancy
test)

 An online test (where the citizen is in 
its own home) gives extra information 
about what happens at home, for
instance rereading a letter



Best practice: inclusive letters 

with pictures

 Letter for renewing passport or ID

 Developed together with experience

experts with a learning disability from 

MEE

 Tested with citizens with all kind of 

backgrounds

 Inclusive letter, sent to ALL citizens in 

Rotterdam

 National website to share knowledge



Best practice: research and actions 

to create inclusive communication 

by the City of Rotterdam

 Inclusive communication is the start of thinking 
without bias about people with a disability

 So it’s not only about accessibility of online
information, but also about use of language and
use of pictures

 Rotterdam did a null measurement on how
inclusive our communication is for people with a 
disability (2021)

 Be aware not to show pictures of people with a 
disability only in the context of the disability

 Rotterdam is still working on improvements in 
use of language: from disabled people to people
with a disability to ...?



Relevance of selected best practices 

Link with EUDIGIT’s objectives

EUDIGIT’s objectives n° Action/ project

Strengthening EU citizenship and 

citizens awareness 

-

Contributing to reduce the digital gap 

in cities

1, 2 Best practice Extraatje

010 and testing and 

inclusive letters

Co-building digital policies with 

citizens

3 Inclusive communication



Thank you for your attention! 


